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I N FORMAT I ON  ABOUT

Company Principal and Lead Trainer
 
Dr .  Albert P .  DuPont is certified to facilitate ,  speak ,  train ,  and coach individuals and groups

in leadership development ,  professional skills ,  and personal growth .  As an executive director

for The John Maxwell Team ,  he is trained and mentored by John Maxwell and mentors of his

world-class faculty .  He is equipped with the tools ,  resources ,  and experience to help you and

your team improve your productivity ,  performance ,  and profitability .  In addition ,  he is a

certified DISC Level II Consultant .  

 

Albert has become a widely renowned leadership consultant ,  coach ,  and trainer .  With 30

years in the field of education ,  he has gained a great deal of experiences in transforming

organizations .  With a proven track record of leadership success ,  he is trusted by his clients

for his ability to break through barriers through simple but transformational practices .  He is

on a mission to ensure that the people he coaches are making the world a better place and

having a positive impact every day .

  

Testimonials

 

"So grateful for your partnership and friendship ,  Albert .  It has been a great year of learning

and growth — and I ’m quite confident that you have significantly helped us 

reach that .  You have had the perfect blend of deep knowledge about

learning and education coupled with a super high relational IQ .  You have been a gift to us ."

 

"Could have done this longer !"

 

"Very informative and thought provoking ."

 

"Well facilitated .  Focused .

The experience was engaging - learned so much about others and self ."

 

 "Unbelievable experience with my team as we work to learn more

about each other and how we can work effectively as anew team ."   

Certifications and Memberships
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How Do I Decide Which Workshop Is Best For My Team?

 W O R K S H O P S  A T - A - G L A N C E

Do you want to accelerate your team's ability to grow into

remarkable leaders and dramatically increase productivity?

Do you want to build your team's skills in specific areas

that will make them more self aware as team members?

Do you want to build your team's skills in being more

proactive personally and as a team?

Do you want to build team members' skills to be more

dynamic when speaking and relating with others?

Consider one of our

Signature Programs

Consider one of our

Workshops for Developing Aware Leaders

Consider one of our

Workshops for Developing Proactive Leaders

Consider one of our

Workshops for Developing Dynamic Leaders
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Signature Programs

Time Management for Effective Leaders

The Maxwell Method of Coaching

The Maxwell Method of Leadership

The 17 Indisputable Laws of Teamwork

The Maxwell Method of Speaking

The Maxwell Method of Impact Reports

 

Workshops - Aware Leaders

Anger Management

Attention Management

Body Language

Business Etiquette

Emotional Intelligence

Improving Mindfulness

Improving Self-Awareness

Increasing Your Happiness

Interpersonal Skills

Leadership and Influence

Personal Branding

Personal Productivity

Self-Leadership

Servant Leadership

Social Intelligence

Stress Management

Taking Initiative

Ten Soft Skills You Need

Work-Life Balance

 

Workshops - Proactive Leaders

Administrative Support

Appreciative Inquiry

Business Succession Planning

Change Management

Conflict Resolution

Creative Problem Solving

Crisis Management

Critical Thinking

Customer Service

Customer Support

Delivering Constructive Criticism

Developing a Lunch and Learn

Developing Corporate Behavior

Developing Creativity

Developing New Managers

Digital Citizenship

Employee Motivation

Employee Onboarding

Employee Recognition

Entrepreneurship

Executive and Personal Assistants

Generation Gap

Goal Setting and Getting Things Done

Handling a Difficult Customer

Health and Wellness at Work

High Performance Teams Inside the Company

High Performance Teams Remote Workforce

Knowledge Management

Lean Process and Six Sigma

Life Coaching Essentials

Manager Management

Managing Workplace Anxiety

Measuring Results from Training

Meeting Management

Middle Manager

Millennial Onboarding

Office Politics for Managers

Organizational Skills

Performance Management

Project Management

Supervising Others

Talent Management

Team Building for Managers

Team Building Through Chemistry

Teamwork and Team Building

Telephone Etiquette

Virtual Team Building and Management

 

Workshops - Dynamic Leaders

Assertiveness and Self-Confidence

Being a Likable Boss

Communication Strategies

Facilitation Skills

Negotiation Skills

Networking Outside the Company

Networking Within the Company

Presentation Skills

Train-the-Trainer
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S I GNATURE  PROGRAMS

Time Management for

Effective Leaders

 

Personal time management

skills are essential for

professional success in any

workplace. Those able to

successfully implement time

management strategies are

able to control their workload

rather than spend each day in a

frenzy of activity reacting to

crisis after crisis - stress

declines and personal

productivity soars! These highly

effective individuals are able to

focus on the tasks with the

greatest impact to them and

their organization. 

 

The Time Management

workshop will cover strategies

to help participants learn these

crucial strategies. Your

participants will be given a skill

set that include personal

motivation, delegation skills,

organization tools, and crisis

management. We’ll cover all

this and more during this

workshop.

The Maxwell Method of

Coaching

 

Learn and apply the proven

Maxwell Method of Coaching.

Discover powerful skills to

dramatically improve your

ability to influence those you

lead to greater results in your

business and personal lives.

This workshop will equip you

with both the knowledge and

skills to

learn the skill of coaching to

build better relationships

with those you lead

coach others to success

rather then tell them what to

do

empower others to sharpen

their ability to solve

problems and achieve results.

 

This program runs as a keynote

presentation, half-day

workshop, or 6-week course.
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The Maxwell Method of

Leadership

 

Based on John Maxwell's book,

The 21 Irrefutable Laws of

Leadership, this program will

provide you with practical tools

to address the leadership

challenges you encounter daily

within your profession. During

the immersive workshop, you

will

understand the four

leadership disciplines and

behaviors

assess your leadership

strengths and weaknesses

develop and practice the

behaviors required to

effectively lead yourself and

others

identify ways to incorporate

and apply the laws in your

daily life.

 

This program runs as a keynote

presentation, 4-week

mastermind, 10-week course, or

2-day retreat.



The 17 Indisputable

Laws of Teamwork

 

Teamwork is essential in every

aspect of life. Whether you're

working on a deadline for work,

organizing a community

project, or coordinating

schedules with your family or

friends, in order to achieve the

goal or accomplish the task,

everyone involved must be

willing to work together. 

 

The 17 Indisputable Laws of

Teamwork will empower you to

be a champion for teamwork

and collaboration - whether

coach or player, teacher or

student, CEO or non-profit

volunteer. 

 

In our High Performance

Teamwork workshops, based on

leadership expert John C.

Maxwell's book The 17

Indisputable Laws of

Teamwork, this program will

guide you and your team to the

keys of high performance. 

 

Each participant will build a

plan of actionable next steps so

they can take responsibility to

make the changes to increase

their contribution as a team

member. 

 

This program runs as a keynote

presentation, 10-week

mastermind, half-day

workshop, or full-day workshop.

 

 

 

The Maxwell Method of

Speaking

 

Whether you are giving a 15-

minute presentation or an hour-

long keynote, your ability to

connect and communicate will

be essential to effectively

getting the audience to take

action and move forward. Let's

talk about the critical keys to

success when it comes to

influencing and impacting

others. We will cover:

the speaking skills essentials

for every leader

how to connect with others

and keep them engaged

the power of stories - even in

the most technical

presentations

why it is important for you as

a leader to continue to

develop your speaking skills.

 

This program runs as a keynote

presentation, half-day

workshop, or weekly speakers

club.
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 S I G N A T U R E  P R O G R A M S

The Maxwell Method of

Impact Reports

 

The Maxwell Method of Impact

Reports takes the best of the

Maxwell Method, built on the

principles of leadership expert

John C. Maxwell and using a

D.I.S.C.-based assessment tool,

provides you with invaluable

information on your unique

strengths and value.

 

Used by individual participants,

in companies of various sizes, in

countries throughout the world,

and across diverse industries,

each Impact Report is designed

to unlock key information that

can help you to better

understand yourself and others.

You will gain insight, raise your

awareness, and set the

foundation for further personal

development.

 

Impact reports are available for

multiple purposes and

audiences including

Sales Impact

Sales Leadership Impact

Communication Impact

Growth Impact

College-Career Impact

Team Impact

Entrepreneur Impact

Youth Exploratory Impact.

 

All assessments come with a

thorough report that explains

your individual or group

strengths and areas for growth.



WORKSHOPS  -  AWARE  L EADERS

Anger Management

 

Anger can be an incredibly

damaging force, costing people

their jobs, personal

relationships, and even their

lives when it gets out of hand.

However, since everyone

experiences anger, it is

important to have constructive

approaches to manage it

effectively. The Anger

Management workshop will

help teach participants how to

identify their anger triggers and

what to do when they get

angry.

Attention

Management

 

A distracted employee is a less

effective employee. Employees

who do not pay attention to

their work can waste valuable

time and make careless

mistakes. Your participants will

be more efficient at their job,

make fewer mistakes, and

overall be more productive.

Attention Management is a

useful skill that allows

managers to connect with their

employees on an emotional

level and motivate them to

focus on their work and how to

reach their personal and

company goals. Your

participants will gain valuable

insight and strategies into what

it takes to be more attentive

and vigilant.
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Body Language Basics

 

Body Language Basics will

provide you with a great set of

skills to understand that what is

not said is just as important

than what is said. It will also

give you the ability to see and

understand how your own Body

Language is being seen. You

will be able to adjust and

improve the way you

communicate through non-

verbal communications.



Business Etiquette

 

This course examines the

basics, most importantly to be

considerate of others,

dress/appearance, the

workplace versus social

situations, business meetings,

proper introductions and 'the

handshake', conversation

skills/small talk, cultural

differences affecting

international business

opportunities, dealing with

interruptions, and proper

business email and telephone

etiquette.

 

Emotional Intelligence

 

Emotional intelligence

describes the ability to

understand one's own feelings,

and that of groups, and how

these emotions can influence

motivation and behavior. The

concepts of Emotional

Intelligence have been around

since at least the 1900's, but the

term was first introduced by

Wayne Payne in 1985. As a result

of the growing

acknowledgement by

professionals of the importance

and relevance of emotions to

work outcomes, the research on

the topic continued to gain

momentum, but it wasn't until

the publication of Daniel

Goleman's best seller Emotional

Intelligence: Why It Can Matter

More Than IQ that the term

became widely accepted by

mainstream media.

Improving Mindfulness

 

Mindfulness is a term that is

frequently used but rarely

defined. Practicing true

mindfulness encourages living

in the present while it

addresses the danger of

distorted thinking, Staying in

tune both mentally and

emotionally improves

perspective to enhance

personal and professional

success. With our Improving

Mindfulness workshop, your

participants will begin to

identify their own patterns of

thinking. As they learn to

practice mindfulness, they will

cultivate positive emotions that

will have a dramatic effect on

the work environment. 

 

Improving Self-

Awareness

 

Self awareness is an important

part of everyday life. It transfers

over to your personal, social,

physical and work life. It can

help one gain a better

understanding of themselves,

and how to live a better, more

fulfilling life. When working to

deepen one’s own self

awareness, it is important to

fully engage yourself. One

should take the time and

proper steps, to fully become

self aware. With the Deepening

Self Awareness workshop, your

participants will learn how

beneficial becoming more self

aware can be. A highly self

aware person will become more

equipped to deal with daily life

and its challenges. Through this

workshop, your participants will

gain a new perspective on

themselves and their emotions,

and become a valuable member

to society. 
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A W A R E  L E A D E R SW O R K S H O P S

Increasing Your

Happiness

 

Increasing ones happiness can

be done through the power of

positive thinking. That is one

skill that this workshop will

touch on to teach your

participants how to be happier.

Happiness will spread

throughout your organization,

and have a positive effect on

everyone. With our Increasing

Your Happiness workshop your

participants will engage in

unique and helpful ways to

increase their happiness. This

will have a robust effect on

their professional and personal

lives. It will improve their

communication skills, increase

productivity, and lesson

absenteeism. 

 

Interpersonal Skills

 

We've all met that dynamic,

charismatic person that just has

a way with others, and has a

way of being remembered. Your

participants will identify ways

of creating a powerful

introduction, remembering

names, and managing

situations when you’ve

forgotten someone’s name. The

Interpersonal Skills workshop

will help participants work

towards being that

unforgettable person by

providing communication skills,

negotiation techniques, tips on

making an impact, and advice

on networking and starting

conversations. They will also

identify the skills needed in

starting a conversation, moving

a conversation along, and

progressing to higher levels of

conversation.



Leadership and

Influence

 

Once you learn the techniques

of true Leadership and

Influence, you will be able to

build the confidence it takes to

take the lead. The more

experience you have acting as a

genuine leader, the easier it will

be for you. It is never easy to

take the lead, as you will need

to make decisions and face

challenges, but it can become

natural and rewarding.

 

Personal Branding

 

Personal Branding is identifying

your assets, characteristics,

strengths, and skills as an

individual. Understanding

Personal Branding will provide

advantages in your participant’s

personal and professional lives.

Branding is a mix of how you

present yourself and how others

see you. It is important to be

aware of how you are viewed.

With our Personal Branding

course your participants will be

able to share their vision and

passions with others in your

company. Utilize this

knowledge through Social

Media to define and influence

how others see you. You are

your brand so protect it. Live it.

Personal Productivity

 

Most people find that they wish

they had more time in a day.

This workshop will show

participants how to organize

their lives and find those

hidden moments. Participants

will learn how to establish

routines, set goals, create an

efficient environment, and use

time-honored planning and

organizational tools to

maximize their personal

productivity. Personal

Productivity is a goal most of us

have. Through this workshop

your participants will be on the

right track in achieving that

goal. Some people blame

everything that goes wrong in

their life on something or

someone else, but through this

workshop your participants will

take ownership and begin to

lead a more productive life.

 

Self-Leadership

 

As we grow, we learn to

become leaders. Being a leader

is natural for some, and learned

for others.  No matter how we

have become a leader, it is

important to remember we

must lead ourselves before we

lead others. Take the time to

motivate yourself and realize

that you can do it. With our

“Self-Leadership” workshop,

your participants will discover

the specifics of how to be a

better leader for themselves

and for others. Your

participants will be able to

guide themselves in positive

ways, which equals success!
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A W A R E  L E A D E R SW O R K S H O P S

Servant Leadership

 

Servant leadership can seem

like a contradicting term, but it

is becoming a very popular tool

in many businesses. Servant

leadership is a philosophy that

involves focusing on others (i.e.

your employees), and focus on

their success, and in turn build

better professional

relationships that can benefit

both manager and employee. 

Servant leadership shows that

managers can be great leaders

while boosting their employee’s

confidence and further their

success at the same time. With

our “Servant Leadership”

workshop, your participants will

discover the specifics of how

servant leadership works and

how it can benefit both leaders

and employees! 

 

Social Intelligence

 

Social Intelligence is about

understanding your

environment and having a

positive influence. Your

participants will become more

confident in their social

situations by learning how to

express and interrupt social

cues. They will create positive

connections and increase their

influence during social

situations. Increasing Social

Intelligence will provide

benefits throughout their

professional and personal lives.

It is a fantastic tool for

coaching and development as

people will learn “people skills”.

Improving social skills through

active listening, understanding

body language, and being more

empathic will give your

participants the advantage in

their interactions. Social

interactions are a two way

street, know the rules of the

road!



Stress Management

 

Positive and negative stress is a

constant influence on all of our

lives. The trick is to maximize

the positive stress and to

minimize the negative stress.

Your participants will be shown

how stress can be positive and

negative, and we’ll look at the

Triple A approach that will form

the basis of this workshop. The

Stress Management workshop

will give participants a three-

option method for addressing

any stressful situation, as well

as a toolbox of personal skills,

including using routines,

relaxation techniques, and a

stress log system. They will also

understand what lifestyle

elements they can change to

reduce stress.

Taking Initiative

 

Taking the initiative is a crucial

step in moving forward in our

professional and personal lives.

By showing initiative, it reflects

us in a positive light to others

as well as builds our own self-

esteem. If we want something

to happen, we need to make it

happen. That is what initiative

is all about. Take opportunities

and run with them. Do not let

excuses cause you to miss out

on amazing opportunities. See

what you want, believe what

you want, and make it happen.

With our “Seeing and Taking

Initiative” workshop, the class

participants will learn what

initiative is, how to take it on,

the advantages of it, and when

to know one's place. By

enrolling in this class,

participants will be taking the

first step in making something

positive happen for them! Now

that is initiative!
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Ten Soft Skills You

Need

 

The meaning of Soft Skills can

sometimes be difficult to

describe. It can be that unique

attribute or characteristic that

facilitates great

communication. It can be the

special way that you show

confidence in a challenging

situation. These and other

events can become more easily

managed with this great

workshop. With our Ten Soft

Skills You Need workshop your

participants will begin to see

how important it is to develop a

core set of soft skills. By

managing and looking at the

way people interact and seeing

things in a new light, your

participants will improve on

almost every aspect of their

career.

 

Work-Life Balance

 

Having a balance between work

and home life can be a

challenge. With this challenge

comes great rewards when it is

done successfully. By balancing

a career with home life it will

provide benefits in each

environment. You will become

healthier, mentally and

physically, and you will be able

to produce more career wise.

With a Work-Life Balance you

will be managing your time

better. Better time

management will benefit all

aspects of life; you will be

working less and producing

more. This workshop will show

how to focus on the important

things, set accurate and

achievable goals, and

communicate better with your

peers at work and your family

at home.



WORKSHOPS  -  PROACT I V E  L EADERS

Administrative

Support

 

In this course, you will learn the

core skills that will help you use

your resources efficiently,

manage your time wisely,

communicate effectively, and

collaborate with others

skillfully. The practices

presented in this module will

take time to root into your daily

work routine. However, making

the commitment to

consistently apply the concepts

every day is the key to changing

and adopting new behaviors in

a short amount of time.

Appreciative Inquiry

 

Organizations can be thought

of as living beings made up of

the individuals working within

it. Appreciative Inquiry has the

ability to change the whole

organization by changing the

people. Through positive

questioning people will be

directed to move in a positive

direction. Recognizing the

strengths and values of what

works as opposed to what's

wrong will transform the

individuals and thus transform

the organization. Appreciative

Inquiry is a shift from looking at

problems and deficiencies and

instead focusing on strengths

and successes. It is a tool for

organizational change and it

will strengthen relationships.

Who doesn't like to share good

positive stories and events?

Think about it.
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Business Succession

Planning

 

The loss of valuable leadership

can cripple a company.

Business succession planning is

essentially preparing successors

to take on vital leadership roles

when the need arises. It is

essential to the long-term

survival of a company. Every

company should have a form of

succession planning in its

portfolio as it is not the

expected absences that can

cripple a company, but the

unexpected ones. Whether it is

preparing someone to take over

a position of leadership in a

corporation, or the sole

proprietor of a small business

Business Succession Planning

will teach you the difference

between succession planning

and mere replacement

planning. 



Change Management

 

The Change Management

workshop will give any leader

tools to implement changes

more smoothly and to have

those changes better accepted.

This workshop will also give all

participants an understanding

of how change is implemented

and some tools for managing

their reactions to change.

 

Conflict Resolution

 

Wherever two or more people

come together, there is bound

to be conflict. This course will

give participants a seven-step

conflict resolution process that

they can use and modify to

resolve conflict disputes of any

size. Your participants will also

be provided a set of skills in

solution building and finding

common ground. In the Conflict

Resolution workshop,

participants will learn crucial

conflict management skills,

including dealing with anger

and using the Agreement

Frame. Dealing with conflict is

important for every

organization no matter what

the size. If it is left unchecked

or not resolved it can lead to

lost production, absences,

attrition, and even law suits.

Creative Problem

Solving

 

In the past few decades,

psychologists and business

people alike have discovered

that successful problem solvers

tend to use the same type of

process to identify and

implement the solutions to

their problems. This process

works for any kind of problem,

large or small. The Creative

Problem Solving workshop will

give participants an overview of

the entire creative problem

solving process, as well as key

problem solving tools that they

can use every day. Skills such as

brainstorming, information

gathering, analyzing data, and

identifying resources will be

covered throughout the

workshop.
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Crisis Management

 

Crisis management is as

important as finance

management, personnel

management, etc.  Having a

clear and effective program and

plan for an event is critical not

only to your survival, but critical

to the profitability and possibly

the survival of the company. 

Being able to identify risk,

assess the situation and

respond appropriately is

important, and requires not

only training, but practice.

 

Critical Thinking

 

Critical Thinking will lead to

being a more rational and

disciplined thinker. It will

reduce your prejudice and bias

which will provide you a better

understanding of your

environment. This workshop

will provide you the skills to

evaluate, identify, and

distinguish between relevant

and irrelevant information. It

will lead you to be more

productive in your career, and

provide a great skill in your

everyday life.
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Developing a Lunch

and Learn

 

Creating a Lunch and Learn

session is a low cost training

option. It is a great way to

introduce a topic or give a small

demonstration on a new

product or service. Your

participants will be shown the

criteria involved in creating a

great Lunch and Learn

environment. They are usually

voluntary, thus attendance can

sometimes be an issue. With

this workshop you will be given

the knowledge work through

this issue and others. Our Lunch

and Learn workshop will give

your organization a quick and

useful tool to add to its training

department. Your participants

will be able to use it as a follow-

up or refresher to a previous

training session. It doesn’t have

to be just about a learning

event, it can also involve

collaboration, networking, or

sharing best practices between

employees.

 

Developing Corporate

Behavior

 

With this workshop your

participants will be able to

develop a business environment

that reflects a positive set of

values and ethics. Aligning

these characteristics with the

standards of conduct is what

makes a business stand out and

be a leader in the business

world. Through our Developing

Corporate Behavior workshop

your participants should see

improved team building, better

communication, and trust. By

realizing the benefits of

corporate behavior and

developing a successful plan

your participants should see a

reduction in incidents and an

increase in team work and

loyalty.

Delivering

Constructive Criticism

 

Delivering Constructive

Criticism is one of the most

challenging things for anyone.

Through this workshop your

participants will gain valuable

knowledge and skills that will

assist them with this

challenging task. When an

employee commits an action

that requires feedback or

criticism it needs to be handled

in a very specific way.

Constructive Criticism if done

correctly will provide great

benefits to your organization. It

provides the ability for

management to nullify

problematic behaviors and

develop well rounded and

productive employees.

Constructive feedback shows an

employee that management

cares about them and will

invest time and effort into their

careers.

Customer Service

 

The Customer Service workshop

will look at all types of

customers and how we can

serve them better and improve

ourselves in the process. Your

participants will be provided a

strong skillset including in-

person and over the phone

techniques, dealing with

difficult customers, and

generating return business.

 

Customer Support

 

Customer support used to mean

a face-to-face conversation with

a customer, or a phone call. 

Today, technology has changed

how we approach customer

support.  It now encompasses

the internet, websites,

webchats, and even smart

phone apps.  The customer

experience begins long before

the purchase is made. With our

“Non-Telephone Customer

Support” workshop, your

participants will discover the

new opportunities in customer

support services via the

internet, but also how to use

these opportunities to their

advantage.
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Employee Recognition

 

Recognizing employees through

various recognition programs is

a fantastic investment. Being

appreciated is a basic human

feeling and reaps great rewards.

Praise and recognition are

essential to an outstanding

workplace and its employees.

Through our Employee

Recognition workshop your

participants will recognize the

value of implementing even the

smallest of plans. The cost of

employee recognition is very

minimal in relation to the

benefits that will be

experienced. Employee

recognition programs have

been shown to increase

productivity, employee loyalty,

and increased safety.

 

Entrepreneurship

 

Let our Entrepreneurship

workshop help you achieve your

dreams. Being an entrepreneur

can be full of risks. These risks

are minimized through drafting

a business plan, knowing your

competition, and successful

marketing. All these and more

can be found in our

Entrepreneurship workshop.

Digital Citizenship

 

Our Digital Citizenship course

will give your participants the

guidance needed in the ever

changing digital world. As our

lives are lived more and more

online we all need to translate

our social skills into the virtual

world. Digital Citizenship allows

us to connect, collaborate, and

share by using technology

appropriately. In person

meetings are on the decline

which makes it necessary to

engage people digitally. Being a

good digital citizen means you

have a set of skills to work in

the digital world.

 

Employee Motivation

 

The Employee Motivation

workshop will give participants

several types of tools to become

a great motivator, including

goal setting and influencing

skills. Participants will also

learn about five of the most

popular motivational models,

and how to bring them together

to create a custom program.

 

Employee Onboarding

 

Through Employee Onboarding

you will find it lowers costs

related to employee turnover. It

will increase productivity and

produce a happier and more

skilled workforce. The new hire

phase is a critical time for the

employee and company and

having a structured set of

procedures will make this time

run smoother and produce a

greater chance of success.

Developing Creativity

 

With our Developing Creativity

course your participants will

learn how to remove barriers

that block or limit their

creativity. They will improve

their imagination, divergent

thinking, and mental flexibility.

Participants will learn mind

mapping, individual

brainstorming, and when to

recognize and look for what

inspires them to be more

creative. 

 

Developing New

Managers

 

Management must be effective

for the success of any business.

Unfortunately, it is all too easy

to overlook the training and

development of new managers.

When you provide your

managers and employees with

the skills and tools they need,

you will greatly boost morale

and strengthen your

organization. With our

Developing New Managers

workshop, your participants will

understand the value of

investing in employees and

developing management. By

focusing on development

opportunities, your participants

will establish a culture that

retains top talent and improves

succession planning. the digital

world.
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Health and Wellness at

Work

 

A healthy employee is a happy

and productive employee, and

that is a goal for every

organization. Through our

Health and Wellness at Work

program your participants will

experience the benefits of a

healthier lifestyle and

workplace. Our Health and

Wellness at Work course will be

instrumental in creating a

“Culture of Wellness” within

your organization. Your

participants will touch on

common issues such as

smoking cessation, nutrition &

weight loss, and preventative

care. Health and Wellness is the

responsibility of everyone in an

organization so take the

positive step and create a

program at your organization.

 

High Performance

Teams Inside the

Company

 

High Performance Teams (Non-

remote Workers) are

organizations, teams or groups

working inside an office

environment that are focused

on achieving the same goals.

With our High Performance

Teams (Non -remote Workers)

workshop, your participants will

begin to see how important it is

to develop a core set of high

performance skills while

working in an office locale. By

knowing and managing the way

people interact in an office

setting, you will be positioning

your high performance teams

for great success!

 

Goal Setting and

Getting Things Done

 

Our Goal Setting and Getting

Things Done workshop will

cover strategies to help your

participants overcome

procrastination. These skills will

translate into increased

satisfaction in their professional

and personal lives. Your

participants will learn the Goal

Setting characteristics of

successful people and in turn

will become happier and more

productive individuals.

 

Handling a Difficult

Customer

 

Customer service is a necessary

position in the job world today. 

It helps companies give

customers what they want and

what they need. Although many

customers can be difficult, with

the right training, skills, and

knowledge, any difficult

customer can be handled

properly and effectively.  With a

positive attitude, your employee

can effectively deal with the

most difficult customers and

both parties can end the

conversation satisfied. With The

Handing A Challenging

Customer workshop, your

participants will learn how

engaging customers properly

can benefit both the employee

and customer. Effective

customer service can change a

company’s reputation for the

better.  Through this workshop,

your participants will gain a

new perspective on how to

react to negative customers and

leave the customer satisfied

and as a returning customer. 

Executive and

Personal Assistants

 

Being an Executive or Personal

Assistant is a unique position

that requires a variety of skills.

Whether you are updating

schedules, making travel

arrangements, minute taking, or

creating important documents

all must be done with a high

degree of confidentiality.

Confidentiality is one of the

most important characteristics

for every assistant. Our

Executive and Personal

Assistants workshop will show

your participants what it takes

to be a successful assistant.

Participants will learn what it

takes to effectively manage a

schedule, organize a meeting,

and even how to be a successful

gatekeeper. Being an Executive

or Personal Assistant takes a

special skill set and this

workshop will provide your

participants with the necessary

tools.

 

Generation Gaps

 

The Generation Gaps workshop

will help participants

understand the various

generations present at work,

and understand what motivates

them and dealing with them on

a daily basis. Both the young

and older worker will have

many ideas to offer, which will

help the organization thrive in

the marketplace. Learning how

to deal with the Generation

Gaps at work will help you

become a better manager or co-

worker.
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Manager Management

 

With this course you will be

able to provide the skills,

guidance, and empowerment to

your team of managers. They

will then be better suited in

leading and motivating their

team and thus produce

fantastic results. To be a

successful manager means

having a wide range of skills.

Through this workshop you will

be able to disperse your

knowledge and experience

throughout your leadership

team. Manager Management

takes a special type of leader.

This workshop will expand your

participant's knowledge and

provide a way for them to teach

and lead new and experienced

managers. As every manager

knows that learning never

stops, this workshop will have

something for everyone.

 

Managing Workplace

Anxiety

 

The workplace is one of the

leading locations where people

experience stress and anxiety.

Every employee will encounter

it sometime during their career.

Everyone should be aware of

the signs of anxiety and the

tools needed to cope and deal

with it. Our Managing

Workplace Anxiety workshop

will provide your participants

the important skills and

resources to recognize and

manage workplace anxiety. By

identifying these symptoms and

coping skills employees and

managers will be better suited

in dealing with these common

situations. Through this

workshop your participants will

be better suited to the

challenges that the workplace

can bring.

Lean Process And Six

Sigma

 

Six Sigma is a data-driven

approach for eliminating

defects and waste in any

business process. You can

compare Six Sigma with turning

your water faucet and

experiencing the flow of clean,

clear water. Reliable systems

are in place to purify, treat, and

pressure the water through the

faucet. That is what Six Sigma

does to business: it treats the

processes in business so that

they deliver their intended

result. Our Lean Process And Six

Sigma workshop will provide an

introduction to this way of

thinking that has changed so

many corporations in the world.

This workshop will give

participants an overview of the

Six Sigma methodology, and

some of the tools required to

deploy Six Sigma in their own

organizations. 

 

Life Coaching

Essentials

 

Many people often mistake a

life coach for a mental health

professional, such as a

psychiatrist or a therapist. This

misconception often leads

people to believe they do not

need a life coach since they feel

as though nothing is wrong

with their mental health.

However, a life coach is

designed to help improve a

person’s professional and

personal life by working with

them to achieve their goals.

With our Life Coaching

Essentials workshop, your

participants will discover the

meaning of life coaching and

how life coaching services can

be utilized to achieve their

goals.

 

High Performance

Teams Remote

Workforce

 

High Performance Teams

(Remote Workforce) are

organizations, teams or groups

working in a virtual

environment that are focused

on achieving the same goals.

Bringing team members

together through a virtual

environment can be a challenge

task. This workshop identifies

these challenges and helps your

participants push through to

success. With our High

Performance Teams (Remote

Workforce) workshop, your

participants will begin to see

how important it is to develop a

core set of high performance

skills, while working remotely.

By knowing and managing the

way people interact in a remote

environment, you will be setting

up your high performance

teams to accomplish any task.

 

Knowledge

Management

 

The Knowledge Management

workshop will give participants

the tools that they will need to

begin implementing knowledge

management in your

organization, no matter what

the size of the company or the

budget. Wherever there are

humans working together for

one goal, there is knowledge to

be harvested, stored, and

dispensed as needed.
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Office Politics For

Managers

 

You have likely experienced

some form of Office Politics.

Working with different

personalities, opinions,

backgrounds, and values is a

challenge in any environment. It

is an inevitable fact that when

people are working together

personalities can and will clash.

No one is an island, so working

together as a team is incredibly

important for the organization

and every employee. Office

Politics it is about creating and

maintaining better

relationships. It is about

communicating and working

with your peers and colleagues

in a way that is mutually

beneficial. Employees who

understand the positive aspects

of Office Politics are better

team members and end up

being more successful and

productive. 

 

Organizational Skills

 

Developing good organizational

skills is an investment that will

provide benefits for years. To be

successful means to be

organized. These skills will filter

through all aspects of your

participants professional and

personal lives. Throughout this

workshop your participants will

be given the tools necessary in

developing better

Organizational Skills. Through

Organizational Skills your

participants will encounter

improved productivity, better

management, and an overall

increase in professional growth.

Every day people waste

numerous amounts of time

looking for items. So stop

looking for those important

items, and start knowing where

they are by getting organized.

Middle Manager

 

Traditionally, middle managers

make up the largest managerial

layer in an organization. The

Middle Manager is responsible

to those above them and those

below them. They head a

variety of departments and

projects. In order for a company

to operate smoothly, it is

essential that those in middle

management be committed to

the goals of the organization

and understands how to

effectively execute these goals.

It is crucial for businesses to

focus on these essential

managers and provide them

with the opportunities to

succeed. No matter the

organization's structure or size,

it will benefit from employing

well-trained middle managers.

Having a middle manager

understand their role in the

organization is very important.

They are in communication

with a very large percentage of

the company, and will have a

large impact throughout the

organization.

 

Millennial Onboarding

 

Millennial Onboarding is a

specialized type of employee

onboarding. With Millennials we

are seeing a need to tweak the

onboarding process to better

suit the needs of the company

and new hires. It will increase

productivity and produce a

happier and more skilled

workforce. The new hire phase

is a critical time for the

employee and company and

having a structured set of

procedures will make this time

run smoother and produce a

greater chance of success.

Measuring Results

from Training

 

Our Measuring Results from

Training course, your

participants will learn about the

different ways to evaluate

training progress, and how to

use those results to

demonstrate the results that

training brings. Once the

training has been evaluated the

next step is to modify and

updated the curriculum to

create a content that is better

suited for the participants.

 

Meeting Management

 

The Meeting Management

workshop will explore how to

reduce waste and make

meetings more efficient. This is

a hands-on workshop and your

participation will help make it a

valuable experience. Use this

time to begin the process of

developing your skills along

with other participants who

share the same desire to

improve their meeting

management skills.
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Talent Management

 

We all know that training and

retraining costs money and

Talent Management can reduce

these costs. Recruiting the

correct people, and keeping a

talented workforce is a priority

in today's business

environment. Having a talented

group of employees has always

been a key to success; it will

translate into cost savings and

higher productivity. Talent

Management is the investment

that will pay dividends over the

course of its use.

 

Team Building For

Managers

 

Team building is an important

part of the work experience. It

is not only applicable to your

work life, but also transfers over

to your personal and social life.

When working with a team, it is

important to fully engage

yourself. One should take the

time and proper steps, to

become the best team member

they can be. With our Team

Building For Managers

workshop, your participants will

learn how important team

building is and how beneficial it

can be. Through this workshop,

your participants will gain a

new perspective on teamwork,

and become a valuable member

to any team they are placed in.

Follow the information in this

workshop and create a positive

atmosphere within your

company with the use of

teams. 

Project Management

 

In the past few decades,

organizations have discovered

something incredible: the

principles that have been used

to create enormous successes in

large projects can be applied to

projects of any size to create

amazing success. As a result,

many employees are expected

to understand project

management techniques and

how to apply them to projects

of any size. The Project

Management workshop will

give participants an overview of

the entire project management

process, as well as key project

management tools that they

can use every day. Working with

project planning documents,

such as needs assessments, risk

management plan, and a

communication plan will

provide benefits throughout

your organization.

 

Supervising Others

 

Supervising others can be a

tough job. Between managing

your own time and projects,

helping your team members

solve problems and complete

tasks, and helping other

supervisors, your day can fill up

before you know it. The

Supervising Others workshop

will help supervisors become

more efficient and proficient,

with information on delegating,

managing time, setting goals

and expectations (for

themselves and others),

providing feedback, resolving

conflict, and administering

discipline.

Performance

Management

 

Performance Management is

making sure the employee and

the organization are focused on

the same priorities. It touches

on the organization itself by

improving production and

reducing waste. It helps the

employee or individual set and

meet their goals and improves

the employee manager

relationship. The key in keeping

an organization and employee

aligned, which improves

performance and productivity,

is Performance Management.

When changes occur

Performance Management

helps the transition to be

smoother and less hectic. It

helps the organization and

employee have a stream-lined

relationship which improves

communication and

interactions between the two

groups. It will help close any

gaps that exist in an employee's

skill-set and make them a more

valuable employee through

feedback and coaching.
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Telephone Etiquette

 

The meaning of Telephone

Etiquette can sometimes be

difficult to describe.  It can be a

unique attribute or

characteristic that facilitates

great communication, inside

and outside the office. It can be

the special way that you show

confidence in any challenging

situation. These and other

events can become more easily

managed with this great

workshop. With our Telephone

Etiquette workshop, your

participants will begin to see

how important it is to develop

better telephone

communication skills. By

improving how they

communicate on the telephone

and improve basic

communication skills, your

participants will improve on

almost every aspect of their

career.

Team Building

Through Chemistry

 

Teams are unavoidable in any

business. The key to successful

team building is addressing the

importance of chemistry

between team members. It is

not enough to have a group of

people work on a project;

people have to connect and

balance each others’ strengths.

By staying aware of the

chemistry as you build the

group, you will increase the

chance of avoiding pitfalls and

developing a sense of unity.

With our “Team Building

through Chemistry” workshop,

your participants will discover

the specifics of how building a

team through chemistry will

lead to success.

 

Teamwork and Team

Building

 

For most of us, teamwork is a

part of everyday life. Whether

it's at home, in the community,

or at work, we are often

expected to be a functional part

of a performing team. Having a

strong team will benefit any

organization and will lead to

more successes than not. The

Teamwork and Team Building

workshop will encourage

participants to explore the

different aspects of a team, as

well as ways that they can

become a top-notch team

performer. Your participants

will be given the details and

concepts of what makes up a

team, and what factors into

being a successful team and

team member.

Virtual Team Building

and Management

 

There are an estimated one

billion virtual workers in 2012,

and the number is expected to

continue climbing well into the

future. With a global workforce

you are provided with a cost

effective and talented pool of

employees to draw from. With a

virtual team you are given a

Follow the Sun production

environment. With a virtual

team you have the normal

issues of a localized team, with

the additional challenges of

distance and cultural

differences. Virtual Team

Building and Management will

give you participants the

knowledge to work with these

challenges and succeed in a

growing global workforce.
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Assertiveness and

Self-Confidence

 

The Assertiveness and Self-

Confidence workshop will give

participants an understanding

of what assertiveness and self-

confidence each mean (in

general and to them personally)

and how to develop those

feelings in their day-to-day

lives. These skills will

encompass many aspects of

your participant's lives and have

a positive effect on all of them.

Being A Likable Boss

 

Becoming a more likeable boss

can sometimes be a difficult

process to describe. It can be

one characteristic that

facilitates great communication

and great employee

relationships. It can be the

special way that you show

confidence in among your

team. These and other events

can become more easily

managed with this great

workshop. With our How to

Become a More Likeable Boss

workshop, your participants will

begin to see how important it is

to develop better managerial

skills. By managing and looking

at the way people interact and

seeing things in a new light,

your participants will improve

on almost every aspect of their

career.
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Communication

Strategies

 

The Communication Strategies

workshop will help participants

understand the different

methods of communication and

how to make the most of each

of them. These strategies will

provide a great benefit for any

organization and its employees.

They will trickle down

throughout the organization

and positively impact everyone

involved.
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Presentation Skills

 

Many studies have found that

public speaking is the number

one fear amongst most people,

outranking flying, snakes,

insects, and even death.

Ironically, it is also one of the

skills that can make or break a

person's career. Your

participants will be provided a

strong set of skills that will

complement their current

presentation skill set. The

Presentation Skills workshop

will give participants some

presentation skills that will

make speaking in public less

terrifying and more enjoyable.

This workshop includes topics

that participants can look

forward to including: creating a

compelling program, using

various types of visual aids, and

engaging the audience.

 

Train-The-Trainer

 

Whether you are preparing to

be a professional trainer, or you

are someone who does a bit of

training as a part of their job,

you'll want to be prepared for

the training that you do. Your

participants will begin the

process of becoming trainers

themselves, and understand

that training is a process where

skills, knowledge, and attitudes

are applied. The Train-The-

Trainer workshop will give all

types of trainer's tools to help

them create and deliver

engaging, compelling

workshops that will encourage

trainees to come back for more.

Skills such as facilitating, needs

analyses, understanding

participant’s needs, and

managing tough topics will give

your trainees what the need to

become a trainer themselves.

Networking Outside

the Company

 

Networking – according to

Merriam Webster is “the

exchange of information or

services among individuals,

groups, or institutions;

specifically:  the cultivation of

productive relationships for

employment or business”. These

and other events can become

more easily managed with this

great workshop. With our Power

of Networking (Outside the

Company) workshop, your

participants will begin to see

how important it is to develop a

core set of networking skills. By

managing and looking at the

way people interact and seeing

things in a new light, your

participants will improve on

almost every aspect of their

networking strategy.

 

Networking Within the

Company

 

Networking has become a

crucial part of the world today.

Most people are aware of

external networking and

primarily focus on that. It is

important to pay extra

attention to internal

networking, or networking

within the company. To be truly

effective, internal networking

must be utilized throughout the

company. With The Power of

Networking (Within the

Company) workshop your

participants will learn how

internal networking is changing

the workforce. Through this

workshop, your participants will

gain a new perspective

networking, and what benefits

can come from fully utilizing

and making connections with

internal networking.

Facilitation Skills

 

The Facilitation Skills workshop

can help any organization make

better decisions. This workshop

will give participants an

understanding of what

facilitation is all about, as well

as some tools that they can use

to facilitate small meetings. A

strong understating of how a

facilitator can command a room

and dictate the pace of a

meeting will have your

participants on the road to

becoming great facilitators

themselves.

 

Negotiation Skills

 

Although people often think of

boardrooms, suits, and million

dollar deals when they hear the

word negotiation, the truth is

that we negotiate all the time.

Through this workshop

participants will be able to

understand the basic types of

negotiations, the phases of

negotiations, and the skills

needed for successful

negotiating. The Negotiation

Skills workshop will give your

participants a sense of

understanding their opponent

and have the confidence to not

settle for less than they feel is

fair. Your participants will learn

that an atmosphere of respect

is essential, as uneven

negations could lead to

problems in the future.
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The John Maxwell Team Leadership Game

The John Maxwell Team Leadership Game is a comprehensive game based

on the teachings of John C. Maxwell. The game helps organizations

improve their leadership intelligence and increase their effectiveness. Why?

"Because everything rises and falls on leadership," says Maxwell. These

leadership principles carry consequences with them. Apply the laws in your

organization and influence. Violate and ignore them, and your ability to

lead others will suffer. By there's news: every one of the laws can be

learned. How? Play the game with your team and find out!

 

The Maxwell DISC Method

What if you could tap into your greatest motivations and dramatically improve

your relationships and accelerate your results? Your individual personality

affects every aspect of your life. That's why one of the best things you can do

to grow yourself and others is to understand your personality and what

naturally drives you. When you recognize your strengths and weaknesses, you

are able to give your best as you work with people around you. Get along with

anyone, even if you're note a "people person." Everyone you encounter is

motivated differently, communicates differently, and views tasks and

relationships differently. The Maxwell DISC Profile Workshop will help you

achieve greater success when you learn to value your strengths as well as

those of others. 

 
Lunch and Learns

Averaging about 45 minutes, lunch and learns are packed full of

information and interaction with the intent of creating a fun

environment in building awareness. Our goal is to have each of your team

members walk away with at least one mind-changing idea that will create

a desire for motivation and self-improvement to increase productivity and

results in your organization. This training is free of charge and we

customize the topic and approach to fit your team's goals and objectives.

 

Masterminds

The purpose of a mastermind group is to bring together like-minded

people who are dedicated and motivated to making effective and

lasting changes to their lives in a collective group. The mastermind

meets an hour a week, once a week, for 4-10 weeks as we study key

learnings from books on leadership and personal development.

Having the support and ideas from other focused and driven people

allow us to see things differently and to get a new perspective on

goals and action plans.

Individual and Group Coaching

When we are working with you one-on-one, it is our highest objective to

help you reach your purpose, vision, and goals by working through your

specific needs. Together, we will create a strategic, powerful plan for you to

gain clarity through a weekly process including, interaction and

accountability. When we are working in a group setting – although it’s not

singular in nature – having the entire group’s input in thinking magnifies

the richness of the discussions and results in developing solutions that are

above and beyond what any individual can create. The cohesive bond that

is formed empowers each person to develop the leader within and shine in

a safe environment that nurtures the group as a whole. It is an experience

unlike any other and follows the same premise as an academic think tank.
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Emotional Intelligence Mindfulness Retreats

Knowing who will are and how we can serve are critical traits of

effective leaders. Our Emotional Intelligence Mindfulness Retreats

help participants learn the key skills of self-awareness, self-

regulation, empathy, and influence. Throughout the retreat,

participants will also explore how to foster mindfulness and

compassion in their lives including work and home. They will

master the art and science of mindfulness in order to be more

attentive, productive, and effective. 

 

Strategic Planning Retreats

Getting away from the office to reset is critical for any team. Our

strategic planning retreats allow you to work with your team off-

site to refine your mission and goals of your organization. Using

years of experience in organizational planning, we work closer

with the organization's leadership to develop the perfect retreat.

No matter if it is a single-day or multi-day retreat we will ensure

your team engages in deep thinking and relationship building.

You will leave not only with a plan but a recharged team.

Empowering Mentoring

Empowering Mentoring is a 6-month, 12-module program that focuses

developing your best self. The program helps participants uncover their

purpose and pinpoint what it is they really want. Participants will

examine their lives and understand what is holding them back. They will

learn strategics to keep moving forward towards their dreams. Areas of

study include the comfort zone, attitude, gratitude, and perception. In

addition to 2-hour calls every two weeks, participants will have access to

Q&A calls, email access to facilitator, mastermind calls, and more.

 

YouthMAX and YouthMAX Plus

Bullying, failure, low self-image and poor character decisions are

at the heart of many of the challenges facing young people today.

YouthMAX and YouthMax Plus are youth leadership programs

designed to give today's young people practical tools and ideas

to help them navigate life. We will inspire and challenge youth.

Additionally, we will equip them to continue to have a positive

impact on their circle of influence.

"No matter how far the destination

feels, it is the journey that counts.

Breathe and enjoy every step."

- Dr. Albert P. DuPont
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Resources for Leadership and Personal Development


